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Abstract 

In the times of big data analyses and fast robotic evolution, collecting data is an important part 

of science. Today we have only explored 5 percent of the ocean, which is less than we have 

explored Mars. To collect more data of the ocean we need tools, vehicles and equipment, which 

are designed and used by scientists.  

In this technical report, the design of an autonomous surface vehicle (ASV) is described. An ASV 

is a floating vehicle that can conduct manoeuvres and actions autonomously. The ocean 

environment is in many senses difficult for technically operated vehicles, with the main reasons 

being high pressure, no possibility of radio communication and of course water, which always is 

a challenge when combined with water. 

The concept of this work is to provide a system which consists of four equal ASV units, who can 

perform different operations. The system should be capable of conducting different kinds of 

experiments with varying testing equipment. Two ideas have been considered: autonomous 

depth mapping of inshore areas and locating and following an acoustic source. These two 

possible scopes are used to find fitting and flexible requirements for the ASV. In the future, the 

four units should be used by different projects realised by students and researchers, therefore 

robustness in operation and usability are a main point of focus when determining the 

requirements.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

During the development of the ANKA1, a prototype was created to make autonomous mapping 

with small ASVs (autonomous surface vehicles) possible. The ANKA1 is a white-water-kayak 

modified with an electric propulsion system and electronics for depth measurements. Starting 

from the knowledge gained from that project, a new series of ASV (autonomies surface vehicles) 

should be designed. 

The following document will provide a detailed documentation of the DUCKLING project. The 

focus lies on a technically orientated explanation of why, how and when certain decision where 

made. Moreover, the manufacturing steps are illustrated in detail to make it possible for the 

reader to reproduce certain items (connectors, cables, boxes, fittings etc.).  

2 SYSTEM 

When planning the design, and determining the requirements of the system, we followed three 

key features we wanted to have ensured. 

- Robustness of all components and connections 

- Most flexible in terms of application areas 

- Easy to use (manuals, transportation weight, control) 

2.1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

# Requirement Value Unite 
1 Design speed 0.5 - 1.5 [m/s] 

2 Endurance @ 1 [m/s] 6 [h] 

3 Depth measurement 0.5 - 50 [m] 

4 Accuracy of position measurement 2 [m] 

5 Accuracy of depth measurement 0.1 [m] 

6 Handling -> max weight 25 [kg] 

7 Obstacle avoiding system   

8 Air temperature  40 – (-1) [Celsius] 

9 Emergency stop   

10 Water proof electrical systems   

11 Autonomous operation   

12 Return home function   

13 Place for additional hardware   

14 Highly adaptable setup   

15 Place for custom built sonar system   

16 The ASV should be handled, transported and operated by one person only   

17 The design should allow transportation by car   
Table 1: System requirements table 
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2.2 FIELD OF OPERATION 

In the beginning of the project there were two fields of operation which influenced the 

requirement list. That does not mean that the DUCKLING is restricted to these two fields. By 

describing these two fields some points in the decision-making process are easier to understand. 

Mapping 

Following the application area from ANKA, the DUCKLING should run mapping operations. 

Therefore, the unit needs to be equipped with a depth measurement system (SONAR) and a 

system which allows running an autonomous operation to scan a designated area. 

Optimal tracking of target using Collaborating Agents 

“The fundamental problem to be addressed here is the scenario of optimizing the active tracking 

(i.e. consecutive positioning in 3D space) of a target using a set of free agents. The special target 

in this case may be described as an uncontrollable self-propelled submerged body, e.g. a living 

fish, an AUV or similar. The target may thus be stationary or moving around in arbitrary 

trajectories changing its location in 3D space. The target is however equipped with an acoustic 

“pinger” that emits distinct sound pulses.  

The agents, on the other hand are unmanned controllable surface vehicles i.e. robots at our 

disposal for tracking of the target. The agents are assumed to be equipped with means of (near) 

real time communications to share fundamental information such as position, velocities and 

other data with other agents and with a coordinator. Given the correct information, the agents 

are thus capable of moving at the surface to achieve the “optimal” constellation for triangulation 

of the pinger-pulses from the target. Thus, each agent is equipped with a GNSS, a very accurate 

appreciation of time and a hydrophone. As the agent receives a ping, it communicates the 

agents position and time of arrival of the ping to the coordinator which calculates the targets 

position using time stamped arrival times from at least three agents (assuming unknown target 

depth).”1 

 

  

  

                                                           
1 Ideas for collaboration on Optimal Tracking of Target Using Collaborating Agents, 31.10.2016, Jakob 
Kuttenkeuler. 
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3 TECHNICAL DESIGN 

In the following chapter an overview over the different electrical and mechanical parts is 

provided. It is explained why and how certain decision where made. In Appendix B, there is a list 

of all parts used in the project. The decision-making process is documented as detailed as 

possible to make it transparent and easy to follow for people who work on the DUCKLINGs. The 

chapter is especially written to avoid later questions about why certain parts where chosen. 

 

 

Figure 1: Exploded drawing DUCKLING 
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3.1 MAIN CONTROL BOARD  

The PCB (printed circuit board) was manufactured by CADSON. The board is designed to fit the 

requirements for a wide range of possible applications. One reason to build a custom made 

board was to have all features on one board rather than having an ARDUINO Due and additional 

boards and shields. The following list presents the features of the PCB as it is used in the 

DUCKLINGs. 

1. Dimensions: 120x250 mm. 
2. Arduino Due (SAM3X) integrated on card. 

3. On-board ublox/fastrax GPS module.  

4. GPS antenna connector. 

5. Twelve serial ports, 10 addressable, 2 direct. 

6. Current sensing up to 50A with a connector for up to 300A. 

7. USB outlets for Due (for programming) + power. 2 Native ports. 

8. Four outlets for sonars: RS-422, 12V feed. 

9. Galvanically isolated power supply from engine-drive and main battery. 

10. Two external SPI-ports. 

11. Two external I2C ports. 

12. USB-port for powering RbPi. 

13. USB-port with FTDI chip for UART communication with SAM3X.  

14. Four PWM-outlets, regular servo connector. 

15. Connector for JDRF868 Radio. (purchased) 

16. SD-card holder. 

17. MPU9250 connected to the SAM3X SPI is on-board. 9-axis Gyro + Accel + Magnet 
sensor.   

18. Two Ethernet ports: One with PoE for connecting with Ubiquiti Rocket M2 radios, 
one without PoE for RbPi. Isolated power supply for the Ubiquiti. 

19. 10A over-current protection. 

20. Reading RC-signals. Receiver connection/voltage level converting. 

21. JTAG/ISCP connector for programming using the Atmel SAM ICE. 
Table 2: Specifications PCB, the list was produced by Elias Strandell 

 

Figure 2: PCB (Printed circuit board) manufactured by CADSON, Version 1.2.2017 
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3.1 HULL 

The hull is produced by DEEPVISION2. In the start of the DUCKLING project, the decision was 

already made that these hulls will be used. In the following table the main specifications are 

stated, for more detailed information there are hydrodynamic tables and other information in 

Appendix B. The following table shows that the maximum displacement at a draft of 80 [mm] is 

only 18,6 [kg], regarding the hull weight of 7,6 [kg] we end up with a usable weight of 11 [kg] for 

the complete equipment. For more details of the weight calculations see Appendix B. 

Parameter Value 
Length over all 1115,70 [mm] 

Breadth over all 720,00 [mm] 

Height over all 240,00 [mm] 

Weight including thrusters 7,6 [kg] 

Maximum displacement at 80 [mm] draft 18,6 [kg] 

Material Polystyrol 

Colour White 
Table 3: Specifications of the hull 

 

Figure 3: 3D model of the hull with T100 thrusters, made in RHINO 3D 

 

Figure 4: Hull with stickers 

                                                           
2 www.deepvision.se 
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3.2 BATTERY 

The overall capacity was chosen by taking the test runs from “ANKA I” into account. In several 

tests, “ANKA I” worked for 7-8 h with one battery charge (Winston 12V60Ah) resulting in around 

567 [kWh]3 . Considering the drastic reduction in weight and the change to a multihull solution, 

the conservative estimation was made that the DUCKLING will have a slightly lower power 

consumption than the “ANKA I”. The requirements state that the DUCKLING is supposed to 

operate one working day (7-8h) at operation speed 1 [m/s]. The PCB needs a working voltage of 

at least 19 [V]. With this knowledge, a suitable battery was chosen. Further decision criterions 

are price, dimensions, weight and availability.  The first decision that was made, was which 

battery type is the best choice for the application (Li-Po, Li-Fe-Po4 or Li-Ion). To get a better 

overview, a decision matrix was created. 

 

 LI-PO Li-Fe-Po4 Li-Ion 
 

Energy density   + 

Charging speed +  + 

Safety   - 

Price +   

Table 4: pros and cons of different battery types 

For the first version of the DUCKLING, a LI-PO battery was chosen. The reasons were that it has a 

good price to quality ratio, availability and robustness. In the available capacity and voltage 

range there are two batteries fitting the requirements. 

 

Battery type / Product Voltage, Cells [V, N] 
 

Capacity [mAh] Price [SEK, €] 

Dualsky   22,2 [V], 6 S 10000 [mAh] 240 €, 2225 SEK 

Multistar 16000mAh 6S 22,2 [V], 6 S 16000 [mAh] 110 €, 1030 SEK 

Table 5: Two LI-PO batteries for comparison 

  

                                                           
3 Calculated with a standard depth of discharge (DOD) of 80% 
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The following battery was chosen: Multistar High Capacity 16000mAh 6S 10C Multi-Rotor Lipo 

Pack. The reason was that they are cheaper and have a higher capacity, the DUALSKY batteries 

are the first choice when it comes to size and weight to capacity ratios. For the DUCKLING 

project, weight and size of the batteries is no a limiting factor.  

 

Parameter Value 
 

Voltage 6S1P / 6 Cell / 22.2V 

Capacity 16000 [mAh] 

Discharge 15C Constant / 30C Burst 

Charge 5C 

Weight 2082g (including wire, plug & case) 

Dimensions 183x77x72 [mm] 

Balancer plug JST-XH 

Discharge plug 5.5 Bullet 

Power density 0.15-0.17 [kw/kg] 

Price 110,00 € 

Table 6: Specifications Multistar High Capacity 16000mAh 6S LIPO 

The battery is equipped with a custom-made cable setup. With the cable setup, the battery can 

also be directly connected to the charger. 

 

Figure 5: Multistar High Capacity 16000mAh 6S 
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3.3 CHARGING EQUIPMENT 

For practical reasons, all batteries should be able to be charged at once. To supply the needed 

power, a system is designed consisting of two AC-DC converters and two DC to DC battery 

chargers. For the AC to DC converter, the Turnigy 1200W 50A Power Supply was chosen. The 

charger is a Turnigy Reaktor QuadKore 1200W 80A. With this setup, all 8 batteries can be 

charged at once in less than one hour. All product information is stated in Appendix D. 

 

Figure 6: Charging case with power supply and battery charger 

The Charging system is placed in a robust case with a long power cable, to make charging easy in 

difficult situations. 
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3.4 GPS ANTENNA 

The GPS antenna is provided by CADSON. It is especially selected to fit the requirements of the 

PCB. The GPS antenna is placed inside the watertight compartment. In the following table, all 

specifications are stated. 

 

Figure 7: GPS antenna placed in the PCB box 

Dielectric GPS/GLONASS Antenna Specification 
 
Size 25×25×4mm 

Frequency Range 1575-1610MHZ 

Center Frequency 1590MHZ+/-3MHZ 
(GPS:1575.42HZ,GLONASS:1602MHZ) 

V.S.W.R 1.5:1 

Band Width ±44MHz 

Attenuation fo±100MHz>30dB 

Impendence  50 ohm 

Peak Gain >3dBic, Based on 7×7cm ground plane 

Gain Coverage >-4dBic at –90°<0<+90°(over 75% Volume) 

Polarization Right-handed Circular(RHCP) 

LNA Gain (Without cable)  30dB Typical 

Noise Figure 1.5dB 

V.S.W.R <1.65 

DC Voltage 2.7V-5.0V 

DC current 13mA   Max(5V DC) 

Size 27x27x8.5mm 

Weight <200g 

Cable 200mm 1.13mm(D), 1.37mm(D), RG174 

Connector MCX 

Mounting Adhesive 

Housing N/A 

Working Temp -40C~+85C 

Storage Temp -40C~+85C 

Vibration Sine sweep 1g(0-p), 10~50~10Hz each axis 

Humidity 95%~100%RH 

Weatherproof N/A 

MTBF=1×10-6/pc.hr 40C, DC=3.0V, 2000pcs  For 480h 

Table 7: Specifications GPS antenna 
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3.5 ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER 

Finding an ESC (electronic speed controller) which fits the requirements was challenging. The 

PCB is delivering 22.3 [V] and for manoeuvring, a reversible ESC is needed. The selection in the 

semi-professional sector was reduced to one ESC, which can handle a voltage of 22.3 V and is 

fully reversible. In the commercial sector, there are different ESCs who fulfil the requirements 

but they are in a price range starting from 25 times more than the ESC from the semi-

professional sector. We had to order and try different ESC to find a fitting unit, the reason being 

that the product information is often missing important features or properties. The chosen ESC 

is a Hobbywing XRotor Pro 40A 3D Muti-rotor ESC.4 

 

Figure 8: Hobbywing XRotor Pro 40A 3D Muti-rotor ESC 

 

  

                                                           
4 Product information in Appendix C 
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3.6 SONAR 

For mapping and anti-collision purpose, a single beam sonar is mounted in the ASV. Before the 

custom made sonar is ready to use, the single beam sonar “AIRMAR EchoRange SS510 Smart 

Sonar Depth Sensor” was chosen.  In the following table, the basic product specifications are 

listed. In the Appendix D, more information is available. 

 

Figure 9: AIRMAR EchoRange SS510 Smart Sonar Depth Sensor5 

Parameter Value 
 

Depth Reading Range 0.4m to 200m 

Depth Resolution 0.01m 

Depth Precision 0.25% at full range 

Frequency 200 kHz 

Beam Angle 9° 

Temperature Sensor Accuracy +/-0.05° C 

Temperature Resolution 0.09° C 

Supply Voltage 9 VDC to 40 VDC 

Average Current Draw 150mA @ 13.6V 

Power & Data Cable C304, 4 twisted shielded pairs, 20m 

NMEA0183 Baud Rate 4,800 
Table 8: Basic product specifications of the AIRMAR EchoRange SS510 Smart Sonar Depth Sensor 

 

  

                                                           
5 Pictures and information’s from airmartechnology.com 
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3.7 THRUSTER 

In the beginning of the project, the hulls where already equipped with the T100 thrusters from 

BLUE ROBOTICS6. These thrusters operate on 12 volts, which is below the operating power of 

the ASV. During tests, it was difficult to not overpower the thrusters and destroy them. In 

further tests, the T100 thruster was changed to the T200 thruster. This thruster operates with 20 

volts and fits the operating power of the ASV better. The thrusters are fixed to the hull with a 

steel bracket and equipped with the standard BLUE ROBOTICS propeller. 

 

Figure 10: BLUE ROBOTICS, T100 

 

Figure 11: Thruster with hull mount 

Parameter 
 

Value 

Max Thrust – Forward 51.0 [N] 

Max Thrust – Reverse 41.0 [N] 

Rotational Speed 300-3800 [rev/min] 

Operating Voltage 20 [V] 

Max Current 25 [A] 

Max Power 350 [W] 

Weight in Water 210 [g] 

                                                           
6 bluerobotics.com 
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3.8 WI-FI MODEM 

To communicate with the other units and to ensure a high bandwidth between the units, a Wi-Fi 

modem was integrated in the design. The modem should comply with following requirements. 

- Robust (water and shock proof) 

- High gain 

- Waterproof 

- External antenna 

The M5HP BULLET TITANIUM was selected. It is a high gain and highly robust solution which fits 

the above stated requirements perfectly. The complete product information is presented in 

Appendix D. 

 

Figure 12: M5HP BULLET TITANIUM (picture from the official home page) 

 

3.9  WI-FI ANTENNA 

A high gain omnidirectional antenna was chosen to fit the requirements on range and 

robustness. The selected antenna will be mounted to the Wi-Fi modem and tested. If the range 

is not sufficient, a bigger antenna will be mounted. An antenna from Kjell & Company was 

chosen: Rundstrålande wifi-antenn 2,4 och 5 GHz 8 dBi.  

Specifications 
 

Antenna type Tub 

Frequencies 2,4 GHz, 5 GHz 

Dual-band Yes 

Beam width horizontal - wifi 360 ° 

Beam width vertical - wifi 23 ° 

Length 282 mm 
 

 

Figure 13: Rundstrålande wifi-antenn 2,4 och 5 GHz 8 dBi 
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3.10 RASPBERRY PI  

To have the possibility to run more sophisticated programs directly on the ASV, a Raspberry Pi 3 

was installed. The Raspberry Pi could be used to run the mapping algorithm directly on one of 

the ASV units. In general, it makes the unit more flexible in the future to be used in different 

kinds of applications. 

 

Figure 14:Raspberry Pi 3 

3.11 RC CONTROLLER 

For the usability of the units, they are equipped with RC receivers.  With this set up, they can be 

controlled using a simple hobby RC controller. This makes it easy to recover them after a mission 

or intervene if needed. As it is not possible to use the same controller with different receivers, 

every unit has its own unique RC controller labelled with its DUCKLING number. In general, it is 

possible to use one RC controller to control different receivers, but the problem is that it is not 

possible to change the addressed receiver without switching the used receiver OFF. For 

transportation purpose, a rather small controller was chosen. 

 

Figure 15: Quanum 2.4Ghz 3ch Pistol Grip Tx & Rx System 
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3.12 CONNECTIONS (PLUGS AND MOUNTS) 

To connect the different system components in the DUCKLING, a variety of cables and 

connectors are used. The following criterions are considered: 

- Watertight/Water resistant (Plugs and cables) 

- Robust in terms of disassembling and using in difficult experimental surroundings 

- Realistic price range 

- Fitting for up to seven poles (Sonar) 

- Up to 30A per plug (Battery main connector) 

The plugs from the company WEIPU were chosen, they offer a wide range of different watertight 

industrial standard plugs for a decent price. 7 On the market, there are more professional 

systems with comparable or better specifications, but are starting at around 25 times the price 

of the chosen solution. The following table is showing the different plugs used in the project. 

Connection Connector/mount 
 

Battery – Main box - PCB SP2110/P2I  -  SP2112/S2 

Sonar – Main box - PCB SP2110/P7I  -  SP2112/S7 

RFD modem- Main box - PCB SP2110/P7I  -  SP2112/S7 

Thruster – Main box – ESC - PCB SP2110/P3I  -  SP2112/S3 

WiFi – Main box - PCB AMPHENOL LTW  RCP 
Table 9: Plugs used in the designed system 

 

Figure 16: WEIPU SP 21, plugs and mounts 

  

  

                                                           
7 The complete product information is found in Appendix D 
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3.13 CABLES 

For the cables, the companies FABER8 and LAPP9 was chosen as the main distributer. The cables 

are divided into two types: power supply cables and sensor/data cables. In Appendix D, all 

product information is stated. Requirements for the selecting process were that the cables are 

fitting industrial standards and are highly flexible. 

In the following table, all used cables are listed. 

Connection Cable 
 

Battery – Main box - PCB Faber Kabel SiHF-O 031183 2 x 4 mm² 

Sonar – Main box - PCB Lapp kabel ölflex 7x1.5mm² 

RFD modem- Main box - PCB Lapp kabel ölflex 7x1.5mm² 

Thruster – Main box – ESC - PCB Faber Kabel SiHF-O 031183 2 x 4 mm² 

WiFi – Main box - PCB Faber SF/FTP 4 x 2 x 0.25 mm² CAT 6 
Table 10: Cables used in the designed system 

  

                                                           
8 The complete product information is found in Appendix D 
9 The complete product information is found in Appendix D 
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3.14 RFD MODEM 

The RFD modem is, beside the Wi-Fi system, the second communication system on the 

DUCKLING. It can transmit and receive data and is used as a backup communication device, for 

when the Wi-Fi connection is not working. Another use for the RFD system was to conduct tests 

in the beginning of the design process. The RFD 868+ from RFDESIGN was selected as it fulfilled 

the requirements on range, price and dimensions. Furthermore, the unit was used in the ANKA 

prototype and worked satisfactorily. A full documentation is found in Appendix D. 

 

Figure 17: RFD 868+ from RFDESIGN (picture form official home page) 
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3.15 WATERTIGHT BOX (PCB BOX) 

To fit the PCB and the other electronic parts safely in the hull, a watertight box was selected. The 

box is an industrial standard box from the company SPELSBERG. The model is called TG PC 3023-

11 and has the principle dimensions and classifications: 

- 232x302x110 [mm] 

- IP67 

- Polycarbonate 

The box is modified with two inlays to make the arrangement more practical. The inlays are 

made from 4 [mm] Plexiglas. A technical drawing of the inlays is documented in Appendix A 

(INLAYS). More detailed product information is found in Appendix D. 

 

Figure 18: TG PC 3023-11 

 

3.1 WRAP-UP 

In the design 39 different components were used with an overall cost of around 

1.400€/14.000SEK per unit, including charging system but excluding hull, PCB, sonar, GPS 

antenna. All parts where chosen by looking at availability, price and how well they fit the 

requirements. By looking at different solutions during the process, it became clear that 

conrad.se is the best distributor for electronic parts of all kind. Elfa.se is in average 50% more 

expensive and more industrially orientated. For all RC-related parts, hobbyking.com was chosen 

as they have the best offer and availability of parts. 
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4 MANUFACTURING 

In this section, all steps of the manufacturing and assembly process are documented. The 

DUCKLING consists of 39 main parts plus small parts like screws, bolts, cable-connectors etc. The 

manufacturing process took around 40 hours per unit, which is an average number over the 4 

manufactured DUCKLINGs where the first unit, naturally, took more than 40h. In the process, the 

following tools where used: 

- Drill 

- Band saw 

- Thread-cutter 

- Crimp-plier 

- Solder-iron 
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4.1 WATERTIGHT BOX 

To fit the plugs and the inlays into the watertight box, different holes are drilled. The plugs for 

the thruster, batteries, sonar and the RFD modem have a diameter of 21 [mm] and the hole for 

the cable penetrators for the GPS-antenna and the WIFI connection have a diameter of 20 [mm]. 

The drilling of the 8 side holes was done by using drills of different size. Following drills were 

used to achieve an even hole of 21,5 [mm]: first an 8 [mm] drill, then a 17 [mm] and then a 21,5 

[mm]. In Appendix A, a technical drawing of the watertight box can be found. 

 

Figure 19: PCB box with drill layout 

 

 

Figure 20: PCB box with all cable bushings 
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4.2 WATERTIGHT BOX, PLEXIGLAS-INLAYS 

To achieve a good cable arrangement and to fit all parts into the watertight box, two Plexiglas 

inlays are produced. The exact measurements and a drill layout are presented in Appendix A. To 

fit different parts on the inlay holes, threads are placed and the parts are attached with M4 

screws. The upper inlay is designed in a way that makes it possible to tilt up. With this setup, it is 

possible to access all cables. The cut-outs where made using a DREMEL. 

 

Figure 21: Principle dimensions of the upper inlay  

 

Figure 22: Principle dimensions of the lower inlay 
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4.3 BATTERY CABLE HARNESS AND MOUNT 

The batteries came with standard battery connectors. To fit them into the robust and 

waterproof concept of the DUCKLINGS, they were modified with watertight plugs SP2110/P2I 

and a cable extension. To fit the batteries safely and protected against movement, they are 

placed and secured using VELCOR tape. 

 

Figure 23:Battery cable harness and mount 

 

Figure 24: battery with cable bushing 

4.4 ESC CABLE HARNESS AND MOUNT 

The ESCs receive their power directly from the PCB. The PWM (Pulse-width modulation) cable is 

connected to the digital output on the PCB. The output of the ESC is connected to the thrusters. 

For a detailed overview, there is a full wiring diagram in Appendix A. 

 

Figure 25: The two ESCs with cable bushing 
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4.5 POWER CABLE HARNESS 

The cables coming from the battery’s positive pole are running over a manual fuse (2 times 15A) 

and over a battery main switch. The negative wire is directly connected to the PCB. All power 

cables have a cross section of at least 4 [mm²]. The colour code is not following the CE-norm and 

the cable used is an AC cable. Brown is the positive pole and blue is the negative pole. 

 

 

Figure 26: Power cable harness 
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4.6 RFD MODEM CABLE HARNESS AND MOUNT 

The RFD modem is using two BNC antennas to extend range. To avoid high frequency plugs and 

mounts, which would lead to a loss of antenna gain, the RFD modem is located outside the hull. 

To protect the RFD modem from water, it is placed in a watertight industrial box (SELGA TK PC 

75-4-V). A standard cable penetrator is used achieve a watertight cable bushing. The box is 

modified to fit the RFD modem and two holes for the antenna were drilled in the box. 

 

  

 

Figure 27: Various pictures of the RFD modem and the costume made box 
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4.7 WI-FI MODEM MOUNT AND WIRING 

To avoid high frequency plugs, for the above mentioned reasons, the Wi-Fi antenna is also 

placed on the outside of the hull. To attach the modem safely to the hull, a 3D-printed bracket 

was produced. A STEP file is placed in the DUCKLING working folder in DROPBOX. 

 

 

Figure 28:3D printed bracket mount for the Wi-Fi module 

 

 

Figure 29: WiFi antenna with 3D printed bracket 
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4.8 STACKING AND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

To make transportation easy and safe, a transportation rack was built. A handcart, a 

substructure and separators between the units are used to stack them. The stack is then secured 

using leashing straps. 

 

Figure 30: Stacking cradle 

 

Figure 31: Stacking system with two DUCKLINGs, a separator and the cradle 
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4.9 HULL DESIGN 

The hulls are equipped with the project stickers and yellow strips to make the hull visible for 

other vehicles on the water.  

 

Figure 32: Hull design 

 

 

Figure 33: Hull design (top view) 
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5 TESTING AND TECHNICAL APPROVAL 

To prove that the designed systems are working, a technical approval was planned and carried 

out. The units and subsystems were demonstrated in the presence of Jakob Kuttenkeuler, Elias 

Strandell Erstorp and Johannes Bayer. The following demonstrations were carried out: 

- Basic technical functions (Connectors, Thrusters, PCB, Cables) 

- Overall robustness of the design 

- Transportation solution 

- Charging solution 

- Manoeuvring the ASV with an RC controller 

- Manoeuvring the ASV with the built-in autopilot to a waypoint 

- Sending and receiving information over the RFD modem 

 

All above mentioned test where successful, the autopilot needs some further calibration but the 

basic functionality was proven. 

  

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/manoeuvring.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/manoeuvring.html
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6 CONCLUSION AND CRITICAL REVIEW 

During the design and building phase of the DUCKLINGs, several problems were encountered.  

- Displacement of the hull 

- Finding the right ESCs 

- Thrusters  

- Dependencies of suppliers 

Overall and especially regarding the limited time (4 months) of the project, these problems are 

in the normal scope. Most problems appear after the first unit was completely assembled and 

the testing had begun. Evaluating the time structure of the project, the time between the first 

finished assembled unit and the technical approval was too short. Another challenge was the 

fact that testing was only possible in outdoor waters, and in wintertime it was difficult to find 

locations without ice. An indoor testing possibility would have made problems visible in an 

earlier stage of the project. 

After the first technical approval, further improvements are necessary to make the units ready 

for field testing. The aim is to have four units operating without the need to make changes in the 

electronics while conducting experiments. They should be highly robust, plug and play with a 

good failure safety. To achieve that status, several months of focused testing and small 

improvements need to be carried out to gain the desired reliability. 
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APPENDIX 
 

 

APPENDIX A (Technical drawings, explosion drawings, wiring, system overview) 

- System overview 

- Wiring diagram 

- 3D pictures and explosion drawings 

APPENDIX B (Additional information’s) 

- Weight and Hydrostatic information’s 

- Part and order list 

APPENDIX C  (Manuel’s) 

- Charging the batteries 

- Packing the DUCKLING 

- What to bring CHECKLIST 

- Making the DUCKLING ready for operation 

- SHORE CHECKLIST 

- Store the Duckling after usage 

- POSTOPERATION CHECKLIST 

- Peering the RC controller with the RC receiver 

APPENDIX D (Product information’s) 

- Product information’s documents and manuals. All the documents are in a digital copy in 

the Drop Box folder. 
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7 APPENDIX A 

7.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

 

Figure 34: System overview, a full resolution PDF is in the Dropbox folder 
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7.2 CONNECTION SCHEME  

 

Figure 35: Connection scheme, a full resolution version is in the Dropbox folder 
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7.3 3D PICTURES AND EXPLOSION DRAWINGS 

 

  

 

 

Figure 36: Different 3D pictures from the ASV 
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8 APPENDIX B 

8.1 WEIGHT AND HYDRODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS 

Weight calculations       

   

   

  
  

  

Positions       

Position Weight [kg] Quantity Total weight [kg] 

Battery GRAPHENE 16A with cable and plug 2,173 2 4,346 

Battery bracket with strap 0,04 2 0,08 

PCB box 3 1 3 

Hull (incl. thruster + cables, RFD modem +cable) 7,9 1 7,9 

Hull hatch 1,21 1 1,21 

WIFI modem + antenna 0,8 1 0,8 

Aluminium profile 0,19 2 0,38 

  
  

  

  \Calculations are without sensor equipment like sonar etc. 

Calculations       

Total, Design without changes     17,716 

Total without ALU profile     17,336 

Total with only on battery and without ALU profile     15,163 
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Hydrostatic calculations       

Calculations         

      

t [mm] V 2xHull [mm³] V 2xHull [m³] DIS in [kg] XB [mm] ZB [mm] 

100 27756369 0,027756369 27,756369 517 54 

80 18607007 0,018607007 18,607007 518 44 

60 12860497 0,012860497 12,860497 516 32 

50 10276092 0,010276092 10,276092 516 27 

40 7873201 0,007873201 7,873201 515 21 

20 3527017 0,003527017 3,527017 513 11 

10 1637663 0,001637663 1,637663 511 5 

0 0 0 0     

Figures         
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8.2 PART AND ORDER LIST 

Parts 
 

            

Item Name N Duckling N total price  (4 units) Supplier Order number 

PCB From CAD-SON 250x120mm 1 4 400,00 € 1.600,00 € CADSON   

Battery Multistar High Capacity 16000mAh 6S 2 8 120,00 € 960,00 € Hobby King 912700013-0 

GPS antenna CADSON 1 4         

ESC  Hobbywing XRotor Pro 40A 3D  2 8 20,00 € 160,00 € Hobby King 020000039-0 

Sonar Smart sonar Echoranger ss510 1 4 800,00 € 3.200,00 € AIRMAR   

Thrusters Blue Robotics T100 2 8 144,00 € 1.152,00 € Blue Robotics   

Hull Deep Vision 1 4     Deep Vision   

Wifi modul Bullet M5HP 1 4 150,00 € 600,00 €     

Wifi Antenna   1 4 40,00 € 160,00 € Clas Ohlson 30243 

Rasberry Pi Version 3 1 4 38,00 € 152,00 €     

Charger Turnigy Reaktor QuadKore  0,5 2 215,00 € 430,00 € Hobby King 9466000009-0 

Power supply for charger   0,5 2 195,00 € 390,00 € Hobby King 9052000136-1 

RC Controller/Receiver Quanum 2.4Ghz 3ch Pistol  1 4 20,00 € 80,00 € Hobby King 9249000805-0 

Watertight plug Battery SP2110/P2I 2 8 7,00 € 56,00 € Conrad.se 736559 

Watertight mount Battery SP2112/S2 2 8 7,00 € 56,00 € Conrad.se 739350  

Watertight plug Thruster SP2110/P3I   8 7,00 € 56,00 € Conrad.se 736592 

Watertight mount Thrustert SP2112/S3 2 8 7,00 € 56,00 € Conrad.se 739375  

Watertight plug Sonar SP2110/P7I 1 4 8,00 € 32,00 € Conrad.se 736780  

Watertight mount Sonar SP2112/S7 1 4 8,00 € 32,00 € Conrad.se 739531 

Watertight plug EFD modem SP2110/P7I 1 4 8,00 € 32,00 € Conrad.se 736780  

Watertight mount EFD modem SP2112/S7 1 4 8,00 € 32,00 € Conrad.se 739531  

RJ45 CAT 6 for WIFI modem Plugs Hirose Electronic TM21 CAT 6 2 10 2,10 € 21,00 € Conrad.se 973248  

Cable penetrator WFIF Hull KSS AGR16 M16 Nylon® Svart 1 4 4,00 € 16,00 € Conrad.se 534124  

Cable penetrator RFD Hull KSS AGR16 M16 Nylon® Svart 1 4 4,00 € 16,00 € Conrad.se 534124  

Watertight Box Spelsberg TG PC 3023-11-to 1 4 80,00 € 320,00 € Conrad.se 534696  

Power cable  Faber Kabel SiHF-O 031183 2 x 4 mm² 2 8 1,50 € 12,00 € Conrad.se 1499126  

Sonar cable 7x1mm² (Cat  RJ45) lapp kabel ölflex 7x1.5mm² 2 10 3,00 € 30,00 € Conrad.se 547161  

Manuel Fuse Flatsäkringshållare 4 mm² 2 8 22,00 € 176,00 € Conrad.se 857209  

Plug for battery charger connection Weipu 2111 2polar 2 8 7,00 € 56,00 € Conrad.se 737865  

Watertight box for RFD modem TK PC 75-4-v 1 4 14,00 € 56,00 € Selga.se 2556323 

RJ45 Watertight mount   1 4 13,50 € 54,00 € Conrad.se 1210944 

RJ45 Watertight plug   1 4 10,00 € 40,00 € Conrad.se 1210945  

Box for spare parts   1 1 70,00 € 70,00 € Clas Ohlson 31-4142 

Box for charger arrangement   1 1 58,00 € 58,00 € Clas Ohlson 40-8470 

Balancer extension cable Bestellt 2 8 5,00 € 40,00 € Hobby King 015000248-0 

RFD modem RFD 868+ from RFDESIGN  1 4 100,00 € 400,00 € RFD Design MODEM-RFD868+ 

Kordeborreband   1 4 8,00 € 32,00 € Clas Ohlson 34-4680-1 

Total       1.120,10 € 10.633,00 €     
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10 APPENDIX C 

10.1 CHARGING THE BATTERIES 

IMPORTANT: ALWAYS CHARGE THE BATTERIES ACCORDING TO THIS MANUEL10 

1. Charging the batteries 

1. Plug in the Charging system to an AC power outlet 
2. The Charger and the power supply should look like this. If not, see setting up power 

supply and charger. 

 

 

3. Plug in the balancer cable BILD BALANCER 
4. Plug in Power cable BILD power cable 
5. Press and hold the [START] button until charging process is beginning. 
6. The charging will stop automatically 

 

 

2. Storing the batteries: For storage over a longer time the batteries need to be charger 

around 80%, the charging system has an option which is especial designed for storing 

batteries. 

1. Plug in the Charging system to an AC power outlet 
2. The Charger and the power supply should look like this. If not, see setting up power 

supply and charger. 
3. Plug in the balancer cable  
4. Plug in Power cable  
5. Press the [INC] button to change charging option until “STORAGE” appears 
6. Press and hold the [START] button until charging/discharging for storage process is 

starting. 
 

 

 

  

                                                           
10 The complete manual of the power supply and the charger are in the end of the Appendix D  
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3. Setting up the power supply: If the voltage of the power supply not show a voltage between 

20 and 28 V, pleas follow these steps. 

1. Disconnect power supply from charger 
2. Plug in charging system 
3. Press and hold the selection wheel until you can change the voltage 
4. Select 26 V 
5. Press selection wheel again 
6. Plug out charging system 
7. Connect charger again to power supply 
8. Plug in charging system 
9. The display should look now like this 

 

Warning an Error Messages: 

OEP = Over temperature protection 

OCP = Over current protection 

OPP = Over power protection 

 

4. Setting up the charger: If the display is showing something different than displayed in part 

1, pleas follow these steps. 

1. Plug in the Charging system to an AC power outlet 
2. Press [BATT TYPE] Button to change battery type, select Lithium battery. OK with 

[START] 

3. Press [START] to change maximal output current to 20 [A] 

4. The display should look like this when everything is setup correctly. 
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10.2 MAKING THE DUCKLING READY FOR TRANSPORTATION 

To protect the DUCKLINGs and transport them easy from A to B, a stacking system is available. 

With the stacking system, 4 ASVs can be transported using the yellow carriage. The stacking 

system consist of: 

- Two wood cradles 

- Three blue distance pieces 

- Three lashing straps 

The wood cradle is placed on the carriage.  

 

The first ASV is placed on the carriage, then a distance pieces is placed on the hatch of the ASV 

and the next ASV is place on top of the distance piece 

 

All ASVs are stacked in these way, when there are placed they are secured using the three 

lashing straps. (Picture) 
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10.3 WHAT TO BRING CHECKLIST  

# ITEM Comment 
1 DUCKLING hull  

2 PCB Box Placed inside the DCKLING for transport 

3 Batteries  

4 RC controller Check if batteries are full, they are normally not full 

5 Tools For opening PCB Box and inside layer 

6 Spare part box Black box with the tag “DUCKLINGS SPARE PARTS” 

7 Spare batteries For the RC controller 

8 Charging equipment If the test time exceeding 5h 

9 Laptop For communication with the DUCKLINGs 

10 RFD modem For the laptop, base station 

11 Wi-Fi base station For Wi-Fi communication from base station to the DUCKLINGs 
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10.5 MAKING THE DUCKLING READY FOR OPERATION 

When arriving at the area where the DUCKLINGs are used, follow these steps to make sure 

everything is in place and tested, before starting the operation. 

Place the DUCKLINGs on the ground open the hatch and place the PCB BOX inside the 

DUCKLING. Before attaching the batteries to the PCB Box make sure the power main switch is 

“OFF”, attach all plugs to the right connectors and secure them. Make sure that there is nothing 

which could block the propellers and then switch “ON” the Duckling. Activate RC mode and 

carefully test the thrusters for function (Forward, backwards, steering). 

Now the DUCKLINGs are ready for operation, please go through following checklist before 

starting the actual operation. 

10.6 SHORE CHECKLIST 

# Check Comment 
1 PCB box is in placed  

2 Batteries are in place Secure them with the Velcro tape 

3 Indicator light is ON On the PCB board 

4 The ASV hatch is secured  

5 Connection over RFD  

6 Connection over RC controller  

7 Thrusters are moving  

8 Antennas are in an upright position Wi-Fi and RFD 

9 Changing in RC mode and back “Setmode RC” 

10 GPS information’s Information’s are updated and working 
“debug AHRS” 
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10.7 STORE THE DUCKLING AFTER USAGE 

After the use please store the Ducklings and go through the checklist POSTOPERATION 

CHECKLIST. All parts should be cleaned, dried and checked for damage. The batteries are taken 

out of the DUCKLING and are charged with the STORAGE option (see CHARGING THE 

BATTERIES). If equipment is damaged, missing or any other comment, pleas report. 

 

10.8 POST-OPERATION CHECKLIST 

# Check Comment 
1 Visible damage of the hull  

2 Damage of plugs or connectors  

3 Is everything in the PCB Box in place  

4 Was there a malfunction in communication Wi-Fi, RFD, RC 

5 Did the batteries kept capacity  

6 Went something loos  

7 Is the equipment complete  

8 Where spare parts used If YES, replace! 

9 Where their spare parts missing If YES, replace! 

10 Was there something missing which was not on the list  

11 Are the Batteries stored with “storage” charge  
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11 APPENDIX D 

Product information’s documents and manuals. All the documents are in a digital copy in the 

Drop Box folder. 

 


